Although metagenomics reveals that natural virus communities harbor vast genetic diversity, the 25 spatiotemporal dynamics of viral diversity in the wild are seldom tested, especially across small 26 geographic scales. This problem is usefully examined in the above-ground phyllosphere, because 27 terrestrial plants are frequently infected by taxonomically-diverse RNA viruses, whose elevated 28 mutation rates generate abundant allele diversity. Here, we studied the problem by comparative 29 analysis of RNA virus samples over time from three spatially-separated patches of a common 30 perennial legume, white clover (Trifolium repens L.), growing in a grassy lawn in Woods Hole 31 Village (Falmouth, MA, USA). We predicted that clover samples would show similarly high 32 levels of virus species (alpha) diversity across space, but differing among-patch diversity of non-33 dominant virus taxa over time (4 samples spanning 6 weeks). Results showed that recognizable 34 alpha diversity in clover patches was consistently dominated by RNA virus family 35 Alphaflexiviridae across space, but that all patches showed inconsistent spatiotemporal presence 36 of a diversity of minority virus families. Also, we observed that white clover mosaic virus 37 (WClMV) dominated all patches across space and time. The high coverage of WClMV fostered 38 an haplotype analysis, which revealed that two strains of the virus consistently infected clover 39 plants during the 6-week period. 40 41 43 Viruses numerically dominate biological entities on Earth and may represent the majority 44 of its genetic diversity as well [1, 2]. Viruses can alter microbial community structure [3] and 45 colonization [4] and impact food webs. Their effects also scale up, driving global geochemical 46 cycles [5, 6]. However, virus sampling across different natural environments is uneven. Marine 47 systems are perhaps the best studied to date [7], making it crucial to examine non-marine and 48 terrestrial communities (but see [4, 8]). Understanding the viral communities of the phyllosphere 49 (above-ground terrestrial plant biomass) has important implications for food safety, e.g. 50 outbreaks of food-borne human pathogens, such as hepatitis A virus and norovirus, have been 51 associated with fresh produce [9]. Furthermore, the broadscale ecological and evolutionary 52 implications of plant viruses is largely unknown, even though viral infections have been detected 53 in a variety of wild plants [10]. Even a seemingly basic question about the nature of viral 54 communities associated with plants remains unknown: will the same viruses be observed today 55 as they will tomorrow, the next week, et cetera? 56 Plant viruses face unique challenges when infecting their hosts, which can potentially 57 drive the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of their microbial communities. The plant cell 58 wall is particularly difficult to breach; viruses can avoid this issue either through vertical 59 transmission, or by relying on passive, mechanical damage to plant cell walls, most notably via 60 feeding by phytophagous insects but also via animal grazing and human activities such as lawn 61 mowing. This differs from phage infection of bacterial cells and viral infection of animal cells, 62 where viruses typically can enter host cells without relying on external forces. Plant viruses can 63 be transmitted vertically, from parent to seed. Plants are immobile, so their viruses rely on 64 4 transmission for dispersal, with many plant viruses closely reliant on insect vectors [11]. As a 65 consequence, plant viruses tend to be host generalists but vector specialists [12]. Plants lack 66 highly specific immune systems, relying instead on generalized defenses; consequently, plant 67 viruses can be selected to resist common mechanisms of host defense [11]. Plants can be 68 persistently and asymptomatically infected by viruses, particularly those in the family 69 Partitiviridae or the genus Endornavirus [13]. In comparison with crops that often display 70 disease phenotypes, wild plants can be infected by viruses without such phenotypic indicators, 71 leading to their prevalence being generally underestimated and underappreciated [10]. These 72 types of infections can lead to complex, long-term dynamics over the course of a plant's lifespan, 73 which may vary dramatically from the population dynamics of viruses that cause acute 74 infections. 75 Nearly all plant viruses have genomes composed of RNA, with most being +ssRNA [14]. 76 This is in contrast to other well-studied viral communities-marine viromes-which are 77 dominated by dsDNA viruses [15-20], although some data suggest that perhaps half of marine 78 viruses have RNA genomes [21]. Due to their typically high mutation rates, RNA virus 79 populations are expected to harbor extensive genetic variation and to be capable of rapid 80 evolution. These properties may foster RNA virus ability to jump (emerge) easily onto new host 81 species and to cause pandemics, relative to DNA viruses [22]; however, [11] found no difference 82 between host range of RNA and DNA plant viruses.
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